
What is Tacitous

Tacitous is an online (cloud) based Knowledge Management Platform – provided as a technical service to large scale 
Enterprise Businesses. Business who need to retain knowledge and lessons learned to provide business benefits – like 
lowering HSE Incidents, or retaining tacit skills which can be lost in a business due to employee succession.

Purpose built around knowledge 
management.

Finally a standard built for purpose tool Knowledge 
Management Tool. There is no current global standard 
platform / solution or even market leader for Knowledge 
Management. A variety of on premise file shares, spread-
sheets, database, SharePoint, LiveLink and bespoke 
solutions are the myriad of indistinct solutions out there 
on the market.

ONE PLATFORM FOR EASY ACCESS

The Tactitous Knowledge Management Platform
enables users and Subject Matter Experts to collaborate 
and communicate on groups of practice.

            Communities of Practice / Forums

Communities of Practice (CoP) groups of people who 
share a concern or a passion for something they do and 
learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.” This 
learning that takes place is not necessarily intentional.

            Industry Specific Terminology Database

Tacitous brings together worlds standards terminology 
on subects like Oil and Gas, Heath and Safety, Contracts 
and Procurement.

            Corporate Knowledge Portal

A central place for multinational teams to collaborate 
news and information across different platforms

Knowledge management available 
everywhere.

The Tacitous concept is to have a on Cloud Solution 
which is security trimmed to each individual organiza-
tion, available as a Software as a Service / subscription 
model. Mobility is also key to sharing of knowledge 
hence direct User Interface layers which enable Secure 
viewing on mobile devices and the Internet of Things 
(IOT- IOS, Android, Win10).

Business Benefits
Collaborate and work together with anyone across your company on shared interested communities.

Communities over versatile working spaces for teams.

Ability to empower used to store,
retrieve and access codified

knowledge and lessons learned in a 
standard way – providing immediate 

feedback to all users.

Knowledge Management is a new 
technical Science, which enables 

business to capture, distribute, and 
effectively using knowledge at an 

organisational level.

Gartner Group have defined Knowledge 
Management (Duhon, 1998) as: “Knowledge 

management is a discipline that promotes an 
integrated approach to identifying, capturing, 

evaluating, retrieving, and sharing all of an
enterprise’s information assets”

www.tacitous.com


